Verkaufspreisliste

Trident Audio
Trident A-Range 500
The legendary A-Range® equalizer holds a
unique place in audio history, with a stunningly
musical sound that resulted from its all-discrete
transistor circuitry and the use of inductors in the
upper and lower mid bands. The A-Range® is a
faithful re-creation of the original four band
Trident A-Range® equalizer in a 500 module
format, that will add the unique Trident signature
to any programme material.
Price: CHF 849.-

Trident Audio 80B EQ 500
The Series 80B 500 Series EQ incorporates a
classic four band equaliser which is identical to
that employed in the Trident Series 80 console.
It consists of frequency switchable high and low
pass shelving sections, coupled with two swept
low and high mid range bands and a switchable
50Hz, 12dB per octave filter. Both swept
midranges have been carefully chosen for
maximum effect on music programme and a
good degree of overlap is provided.
Price: CHF 399
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Trident Audio Deca-Dent
The Deca-Dent is a new 10 space 500 Series rack
mount chassis from Trident Audio Developments.
This 500 series chassis is unique because it
features the most versatile set of connections on the
market, along with features not found on other 500
Series chassis.
Price: CHF 799.-

Trident Audio Series 78 Console
The new Series 78 all analog consoles are all Trident through and through.
The Trident Series 78 is a cost effective mixing console tailored for engineers,
studio owners, educational facilities, houses of worship, and live sound
applications.
The 78’s are Split/lnline consoles with individual channels in 4-way panels.
Using an 8 subgroup configuration and incorporating 6 Aux sends, its routing
options are vast and simple to use. Connections are fast and easy with
DB-25’s throughout the board and XLR’s for speaker and main outputs.

Price 78-8: CHF 14999.Price 78-8VUMB: CHF 1000.Price 78-16: CHF 17999.Price 78-16VUMB: CHF 1250.Price 78-24: CHF 20999.Price 78-24VUMB: CHF 2000.Price 78-32: CHF 24999.Price 78-32VUMB: CHF 2500.Price Lundahl: CHF 250.PSU: CHF 1750.-
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Trident Audio Series 88 Console
The Trident 88 is a classically styled, in-line, eight-buss analog console and
an advancement in lineage of the revered Series 80 mixing desks. Designed
with manufacturability in mind, the 88 is artfully constructed for ease of use
and workhorse reliability. Available in stock configurations of 8, 16, 24, 32, 40
channels and beyond. The model 88 is sized to fit the modern, high end
facility – whether private, institutional, or professional.
Along with the pleasingly familiar routing and feel of a classic Trident desk,
are modern refinements that serve to improve functionality, workflow and
performance specifications. For example, integration with outboard
processors and mic pre’s, such as 500 format, is provided simply and
elegantly by means of an exclusive, switchable input, which bypasses the
channel preamp circuitry and allows for insertion of external signal sources
directly to the channel equalizer.
Being a Trident, the equalization is of course, wonderful and on the 88 – it is
also plentiful, on the channel, monitor, effects returns and group sections.

Price 88-8: CHF 16319.Price 88-8VUMB: CHF 1000.Price 88-16: CHF 25499.Price 88-16VUMB: CHF 1250.Price 88-24: CHF 33659.Price 88-24VUMB: CHF 2000.Price 88-32: CHF 40799.Price 88-32VUMB: CHF 2500.Price 88-40: CHF 56099.Price 88-40VUMB: CHF 3000.Price Lundahl Input: CHF 200.Price Lundahl Output: CHF 250.-
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